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We performed large-scale molecular-dynamics simulation of nanoscale hydrophobic interaction
manifested by the formation of nanobubble between nanometer-sized hydrophobic clusters at
constrained equilibrium. Particular attention is placed on the tendency of formation and stability of
nanobubbles in between model nanoassemblies which are composed of hydrophobic clusters or
patches embedded in a hydrophilic substrate. On the basis of physical behavior of nanobubble
formation, we observed a change from short-range molecular hydrophobic interaction to midrange
nanoscopic interaction when the length scale of hydrophobe approaches to about 1 nm. We
investigated the behavior of nanobubble formation with several different patterns of nonpolar-site
distribution on the nanoassemblies but always keeping a constant ratio of nonpolar to polar
monomer sites. Dynamical properties of confined water molecules in between nanoassemblies are
also calculated. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2102906
I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrophobic interactions play an important role in the
formation of detergent micelles, self-assembly of lipid
membranes,1 and conformational changes of biopolymers
such as protein folding.2–7 Among molecular-sized hydro-
phobes, such as nonpolar methane molecules, hydrophobic
interaction is mainly originated from entropy effects through
reorganization of near-hydrophobe water molecules.8–14 On
the other hand, among mesoscopic-or macroscopic-sized hy-
drophobes, e.g., between two planar hydrophobic surfaces,
hydrophobic interaction can be induced by dewetting transi-
tion or capillary cavitation,15–19 or by the formation of
vicinal microbubbles20–22 and inverted clathratelike
structures.23,24 The crossover from molecular to macroscopic
like hydrophobic interaction was predicted to occur at about
1 nm length scale of the size of hydrophobes.25,26 Much at-
tention has been given to molecular and macroscopic hydro-
phobic interactions, however, physical behavior of nano-
scopic hydrophobic interaction especially at the crossover
regime is still less studied.25–32 By means of large-scale
molecular-dynamics MD simulations and using one of the
fastest computers today,33,34 we have attained some
molecular-level insight into physics of the nanoscopic hydro-
phobic interaction.35 Several physical features of nanoscopic
hydrophobic interaction have been identified, which appear
to differ dramatically from molecular hydrophobic interac-
tion. Among others, a key feature that manifests the nano-
scopic hydrophobic interaction is the formation of stable
nanobubbles in between nanometer-sized hydrophobes when
the hydrophobes can be held fixed i.e., held in a constrained
equilibrium condition. Other important features include that
the range of nanoscopic interaction can extend beyond 1 nm,
about twice of the interaction range of typical molecular hy-
drophobic interaction. When the length scale of hydrophobes
is greater than 2 nm, the nanobubble formation exhibits hys-
teresis behavior, resembling macroscopic first-order transi-
tion.
The purpose of this paper is threefold: 1 to present
more detailed information on the hydrophobic model system
reported previously in a short letter,35 particularly the infor-
mation about the degree of hydrophobicity via contact angle
measurement for the model hydrophobes; 2 to report MD
simulation results on the tendency and stability of
nanobubble formation in between sub-nanometer-sized hy-
drophobes; and 3 to investigate how the nanobubble forma-
tion is affected by changing pattern of nonpolar-site distribu-
tion on the model nanoassemblies, but keeping the same
ratio of nonpolar to polar monomer sites. Some dynamical
properties of confined water molecules in between two
nanoassemblies are also computed.
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II. SIMULATION SYSTEMS AND METHODS
A. System for calculating contact angle
of microdroplet
The system consists of a rigid hydrophobic monolayer
and a microdroplet of water, as shown in Fig. 1 where the
initial configuration of the water droplet is simply a flat wa-
ter slab red color. The simulation box is a cube with a
length of 279.7 Å. The popular SPC/E Ref. 36 model was
used for the simulation of water droplet. The hydrophobic
monolayer is a rigid assembly of 3939 nonpolar monomer
sites green color, where each monomer site is a CH3 group
modeled by the united-atom optimized potential for liquid
simulation OPLS.37 The same water and nonpolar
monomer-site models were also used in our previous
simulation.35 The SPC/E model potential includes two terms,
a Coulomb term and a Lennard-Jones LJ term. The OPLS
model of CH3 group is simply a LJ particle. The parameters
of LJ potential  and  for both models are listed in Table
I. For the hydrophobic monolayer, the nearest-neighbor
monomer site-site distance is 4.39 Å =21/6CH3.
As mentioned above, the initial configuration of water
microdroplet is an artificial one with a rectangular slab
shape. The water slab contains 82727=5832 water mol-
ecules. To assure that the shape of equilibrated water droplet
is independent of initial water configurations, another two
artificial water configurations were considered: a cubic block
of water with 181818=5832 water molecules and a ver-
tical slab of water with 321314=5824 water molecules.
The MD simulation was carried out at constant-volume and
constant-temperature 298 K condition. The Nosé-Hoover’s
method was used to control the temperature. The periodic
boundary condition was applied in all three spatial dimen-
sions. For all simulations with different initial water configu-
rations, the system reached vapor-liquid equilibrium after
about 200 ps. Another 200 ps simulation was then carried out
for the purpose of measuring contact angle of the microdrop-
lets. Note that the MD time step was set at 1.0 fs.
B. System for simulation of nanobubble formation
The simulation system is nearly identical to the one used
in the previous study.35 A side view of the system is shown in
Fig. 2. The size of simulation box was 47211859 Å3.
About a half of the box is occupied by a water slab in
red-white color while the other half is vapor in black
color. The water slab contains 54 224 water molecules with
a total of 163 342 atomic sites. Two hybrid polar/nonpolar
nanoassemblies are held fixed in the center of the water slab.
The polar monomer sites of the nanoassemblies are simply
SPC/E water molecules with a fixed center-of-mass position
but allowed to rotate. The nonpolar monomer sites in green
color are CH3 group modeled by the united-atom OPLS, as
mentioned above. The total number of polar and nonpolar
sites on one nanoassembly is 169 =1313. The ratio of the
number of polar sites to nonpolar sites was fixed at 83/86
while the pattern of nonpolar-site distribution can be
changed. In any cases, the patterns on the two nanoassem-
blies mirror one another. The nearest-neighbor monomer
site-site distance regardless of polar or nonpolar site is
4.39 Å =21/6CH3. The internanoassembly distance is fixed
at 7.1 Å during the simulation so that about one water layer
can be accommodated in between the two nanoassemblies.
TABLE I. LJ parameters of oxygen site of SPC/E water and unit-atom site
of OPLS CH3.
Å kcal/mol
SPC/E 3.166 0.1553
OPLS CH3 3.910 0.1600
FIG. 1. Color A side view of the simulation system for calculating contact
angle of microdroplet of water. An initial water configuration is a flat water
slab in red color on a model hydrophobic monolayer in green color
where each monomer site is modeled by a unit-atom CH3 group.
FIG. 2. Color A side view of the simulation system for study of nanobubble formation in between two hybrid hydrophobic/hydrophilic nanoassemblies. The
two nanoassemblies green color are held fixed in parallel at the center of a water slab in red and white color. Half of the simulation box is vapor which
coexists with water. A top view of the nanoassemblies and snapshots of the highlighted water layer sandwiched in between two nanoassemblies are shown in
Figs. 4–6.
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Again, the MD simulation was carried out at constant-
volume and constant-temperature 298 K condition. More-
over, the system was maintained at the vapor-liquid coexist-
ence so that the pressure of the system is only dependent on
the temperature. The periodic boundary conditions were ap-
plied in all three spatial directions. The MD time step was set
at 1.0 fs. Typically, the initial 50 000 MD time steps 50 ps
were used to equilibrate the system. During the equilibration
run, all monomer sites of the nanoassemblies were set to be
polar hydrophilic. The long-range charge-charge interac-
tion between the polar sites and water molecules was
handled by using the Ewald method.
In both contact-angle and nanobubble-formation simula-
tions, we used a special-purpose computer named Molecular
Dynamics Machine MDM.33,34 The MDM has two types
of nodes, the MDGRAPE-2 and WINE-2 nodes. The
MDGRAPE-2 nodes handle calculation of the real-space part
of the long-range charge-charge interaction as well as the van
der Waals interaction. The WINE-2 nodes handle calculation
of the reciprocal-space part of the long-range charge-charge
interaction. Other computational duties are taken by a host
computer, which include updating particle positions and
evaluating temperature. The MDM has a peak speed of 78
Tflops, which was the fastest computer in 2004.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Calculating contact angle of microdroplet
A snapshot of an equilibrated microdroplet in contact
with the hydrophobic monolayer is shown in Fig. 3a. To
measure the contact angle of the microdroplet on the hydro-
phobic monolayer, we divided the entire simulation box into
cubic meshes with 5 Å length scale. We then calculated the
local water density in each cubic mesh. An equi-local-density
surface with a value of 0.016 =2/53 Å−3 is regarded as the
surface of the microdroplet since this local-density value is
about a half of the density of bulk water. Figure 3b is a plot
of averaged equidensity surface over the radial direction of
the microdroplet. This averaged equidensity surface can be
fitted by a line of circle. The angle between the tangent line
of the fitting surface see Fig. 3b and surface of the hydro-
phobic monolayer is defined as the contact angle. At each
MD step during the production run 200 ps, the contact
angle was calculated and recorded. The results for three
simulations with different initial water configurations are
plotted in Fig. 3c. It can be seen that the contact angle
varies between 130° and 150° within the 200 ps MD simu-
lation. A time averaged contact angle is about
142° ±4° ,137° ±4°, and 143° ±10°, respectively, based on
the three MD simulations with cubic, flat-slab, and vertical-
slab initial water configurations. The fact that these values of
the contact angle are much larger than 90° indicates that the
model monolayer is highly hydrophobic.
B. Tendency of formation and stability of nanobubbles
between nanoassemblies
Four types of nonpolar-site patterns on the nanoassem-
blies were considered, including three checkerboard patterns
and one randomly distributed pattern. For the three checker-
board patterns, the size of nonpolar checker cells or nonpo-
lar clusters is mostly 33, or mostly 22, or 11, respec-
tively. The side length of the 33 and 22 clusters is about
1.27 and 0.83 nm, respectively. As mentioned above, all
nanoassemblies have the same ratio of nonpolar to polar site,
which is a constant 83/86. The upper left panel in Figs. 4–6
displays a top view of model nanoassemblies with the
33 or 22 checkerboard pattern, or with randomly dis-
tributed nonpolar-site pattern. The latter was generated sim-
ply by randomly assigning polar and nonpolar sites without
any correlation other than keeping the concentration ratio
fixed. The next three panels in these figures display a series
of snapshots of the water layer highlighted in Fig. 2 in
between two nanoassemblies. To view these snapshots from
the top, the upper nanoassembly shown in Fig. 2 is removed.
Therefore, if nanobubbles or cavities were formed in be-
tween the hydrophobes, one could see nonpolar sites in
green color from the top.
With the 33 checkerboard nanoassemblies, the
nanobubbles form spontaneously typically within a few tens
of picoseconds in between the hydrophobes. This spontane-
ous nanobubble formation has been reported previously but
with larger hydrophobes.35 Moreover, once formed, the
nanobubbles were all stable during the 500 ps MD simula-
tion. Three snapshots of these nanobubbles at 100, 300, and
500 ps are shown in Fig. 4. These results suggest that the
length scale of the 33 hydrophobic cluster 1.27 nm
seems sufficiently large to sustain a nanobubble. On the other
hand, when the length scale of hydrophobic cluster is re-
FIG. 3. Color a A snapshot of water microdroplet at t=393 ps. b Av-
eraged equidensity surface in the radial direction open circles and the
fitting surface circular line at MD time t=393 ps. The angle between the
tangent line and the hydrophobic monolayer is defined as the contact angle.
c Time dependence of calculated contact angles with three different initial
water configurations cubic, flat slab, and vertical slab.
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duced to 0.83 nm 22, although spontaneous nanobubble
formation can still occur, the nanobubbles were no longer
stable. The three MD snapshots shown in Fig. 5a at 100,
300, and 500 ps illustrate unstableness of the nanobubbles.
Another evidence of this unstability of nanobubbles can be
seen via calculating the local density of water in between a
targeted 22 hydrophobic checker cell, as shown in Fig.
5b. The fluctuation of the local density in between two
hydrophobic clusters highlighted by the white square in Fig.
5a is indeed large. A nanobubble clearly forms at t=100
and 300 ps, but nearly disappears at t=500 ps. All these re-
sults indicate that the size of hydrophobic cluster 22 is
too small to sustain a stable nanobubble and that the
nanobubble state is much more stable in between two 33
hydrophobic clusters. As the size of hydrophobic cells was
further reduced 11, namely, to molecular scale,
nanobubbles were never observed within the time of the MD
simulation, even the total number of nonpolar sites was un-
changed.
For the nanoassemblies having randomly distributed
nonpolar sites, four stable nanobubbles formed as high-
lighted by four white circles in Fig. 6. One can see from the
upper left panel that at these circled locations, a minimum
23 nonpolar cell can be identified. Note that the area for a
23 nonpolar cluster is about 1 nm2. It appears that this is
the minimum surface area for hydrophobes to sustain a stable
nanobubble. Thus, on the basis of physical behavior of
nanobubble formation, we conclude that a change from
short-range molecular hydrophobic interaction to midrange
nanoscopic hydrophobic interaction may occur when the
length scale of a hydrophobe reaches to about 1 nm.
As mentioned in the previous section, centers of the hy-
drophilic molecules SPC/E water on the nanoassemblies
are held fixed but the molecules are allowed to rotate. In Fig.
7a, we plot orientation distributions of these hydrophilic
molecules in three cases of model nanoassemblies. The angle
 is defined between molecular dipole axis and the surface
normal z axis of the lower nanoassembly. It can be seen
that the dipole axis of the hydrophilic molecules have a
higher probability to be in parallel or antiparallel with the
surface normal, and this is true in all the three cases of model
nanoassemblies. In Fig. 7b, we plot site-site pair correlation
functions between oxygen atoms Ow of the confined water
molecules and polar sites O f or nonpolar sites CH3, in the
three cases of model nanoassemblies. One can clearly see a
higher correlation especially a higher second peak in the
correlation functions between these sites in the case of the
22 checkerboard model. This result suggests the existence
of a higher local density of water in between the 22 model
nanoassemblies. The time dependence of relative density, the
density of water in between two nanoassemblies normalized
by the density of bulk water, is shown in Fig. 7c. It is
FIG. 4. Color The upper left panel is a top view of the 33 checkerboard
nanoassembly. The nonpolar sites in green color are modeled by unit-atom
CH3 group and the polar sites are modeled by SPC/E water molecules. The
other three panels are snapshots of the highlighted water layer shown in Fig.
2. To view the water configuration, the upper nanoassembly shown in Fig. 2
is removed. If nanobubbles form in between hydrophobes, one can see the
green colored nonpolar sites of the lower nanoassembly shown in Fig. 2.
FIG. 5. Color a Same as Fig. 4 but for the 22 checkerboard nanoas-
sembly. b Calculated relative local density within a small region high-
lighted by a white square in a.
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expected that the relative density should decrease with in-
creasing the total volume of nanobubbles. Thus, the fact that
the relative density decreases with time in the case of 33
checkerboard and the random nonpolar-site nanoassembly
indicates that nanobubbles were growing during the 500 ps
MD run. However, in the case of the 22 checkerboard
model, the relative density is more or less a constant but still
appreciably smaller than 1.0. This result is consistent with
the observation that the nanobubbles are unstable. Finally, it
is interesting to note that the relative density in the case of
the 11 checkerboard model is even greater than 1.0, that
is, the local water density in between the nanoassemblies is
even higher than the bulk density. Although the calculation
of local density somewhat depends on the definition of local
volume, the fact that the relative density is close to bulk
water suggests that even with the same number of nonpolar
sites, a uniform distribution of the nonpolar/polar sites like
in the case of the 11 checkerboard model nanoassemblies
may have little effects to the nanobubble formation, and thus
giving no hydrophobic interaction. We conclude that the pat-
tern of nonpolar-site distribution may play a bigger role than
the total number of nonpolar sites as far as the nanobubble
formation is concerned.
C. Dynamical properties of water molecules
in between nanoassemblies
Dynamical behavior of water molecules in between two
nanoassemblies can be studied through calculation of the dif-
fusion constant and the velocity autocorrelation function.
The diffusion constant of water molecules in between the
two nanoassemblies Din and that of bulk water Dout are com-
puted based on calculation of the mean-square displacement
given below:
Din = lim
t→
1
6t
rint − rin02 ,
1
Dout = lim
t→
1
6t
routt − rout02 ,
where rin is the position of a water molecule in between two
nanoassemblies and rout is the position of a water molecule
outside of the two nanoassemblies. In Fig. 8, we plotted the
mean-square displacements of water molecules in between
33 and 22 checkerboard nanoassemblies, respectively,
as well as in the bulk water. The diffusion constants are
given as legends of Fig. 8. In addition, the diffusion constant
of water molecules in between the random nonpolar-site
nanoassembly is D=0.88510−5 cm2/s. Interestingly, even
the water in between two nanoassemblies entails
nanobubbles, either more stable or less stable; the diffusion
rate of water molecules is always slower in between nanoas-
FIG. 6. Color Same as Fig. 4 but for the random-nonpolar-site nanoassem-
bly. Four stable nanobubbles are highlighted by white circles.
FIG. 7. Color a Orientation distributions of hydrophilic molecules on the
nanoassemblies in the case of three model nanoassemblies. b Site-site pair
correlation functions between oxygens Ow of the confined water and polar
sites O f or nonpolar sites CH3 on the nanoassemblies. c Time depen-
dence of the relative densities of water in between various nanoassemblies.
FIG. 8. The mean-square displacements MSD of water in between two
nanoassemblies and MSD of bulk water.
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semblies than in the bulk water. Furthermore, water mol-
ecules diffuse slightly slower in between the 22 checker-
board nanoassemblies than in between the 33
checkerboard nanoassemblies. Presumably, the more uniform
nonpolar sites distribute like in the 11 checkerboard
model, the slower the translational diffusive motion of water
molecules in between the nanoassemblies. To gain more in-
sight into the diffusivity of confined water, we calculated
averaged lifetime of hydrogen bonds in the confined water
i.e., water molecules between the two nanoassemblies as
well as that between the confined water and hydrophilic mol-
ecules on the nanoassemblies. The results are given in Table
II. Note that here we used one geometry and one energy
criterion to define a hydrogen bond, that is, if the intermo-
lecular O–H distance is less than 2.2 Å, and if the interaction
energy between the same two molecules is less than
−10 kJ/mol, we assign a hydrogen bond between the two
molecules. It can be seen from Table II that in all the three
cases the averaged lifetime of hydrogen bond in the confined
water is longer in the case of the 22 checkerboard model,
followed by the random nonpolar-site model and the 33
checkerboard model.
The velocity autocorrelation functions of water mol-
ecules in between the two nanoassemblies Cint and that of
bulk water Coutt are also calculated based on the relations
Cint = vint · vin0 ,
2
Coutt = voutt · vout0 ,
where vin is the velocity of a water molecule in between two
nanoassemblies and vout is the velocity of a water molecule
outside of the two nanoassemblies. In Figs. 9a and 9b, we
plotted, respectively, the velocity auto-correlation functions
Ct and the density of states of intermolecular vibrational
motion C˜ , which is the Fourier transform of velocity au-
tocorrelation function Ct, for the case of the 22 check-
erboard nanoassembly. It can be seen that the dynamical be-
havior of the confined water and bulk water, as measured by
Ct, differs mainly in the subpicosecond regime. Moreover,
the density of states of water molecules in between two
nanoassemblies is smaller than that of bulk water at the low-
frequency regime 0–125 cm−1, indicating again that trans-
lational motion of water molecules in between two nanoas-
semblies is somewhat hindered due to nanoscale
confinement. Some additional vibrational motion is also in-
duced for the confined water so that the peak height of C˜ 
increases and the peak position shifts toward higher fre-
quency.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, by means of large-scale MD simulations we
have gained deeper insight into the physical behavior of
midrange nanoscopic hydrophobic interaction through simu-
lation of nanobubble formation between nanometer-sized hy-
drophobes at constrained equilibrium. We find that the mini-
mum surface area for hydrophobes to sustain a stable
nanobubble is likely about 1 nm2 where a change from short-
range molecular hydrophobic interaction to midrange nano-
scopic hydrophobic interaction occurs. On the basis of physi-
cal behavior of nanobubble formation, we also find that the
pattern of nonpolar-site distribution can play an important
role to give rise to the nanoscopic hydrophobic interaction,
assuming that the total number of nonpolar sites is un-
changed. Finally, we find that water molecules diffuses
slightly slower in between the 22 checkerboard nanoas-
semblies having smaller hydrophobic patches than in be-
tween the 33 checkerboard nanoassemblies having larger
hydrophobic patches. The relatively, longer lifetime of hy-
drogen bonds in the confined water between the two nanoas-
semblies in the case of the 22 checkerboard model may
account for the slower diffusive motion of confined water
molecules.
TABLE II. Lifetime of hydrogen bond of water molecules in between two
nanoassemblies.
Lifetime of hydrogen bond ps
O f-Ow Ow-Ow
33 0.442 0.277
22 0.468 0.288
Random 0.424 0.283
FIG. 9. a Calculated velocity autocorrelation function of water in between
22 checkerboard nanoassemblies. b Calculated density of states of in-
termolecular vibrational motion of the confined water.
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